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Economic growth is defined as an increase in the amount of goods or services an economy can produce, measured over a certain period of time. Both experts and policymakers see economic growth as a universal good, whether driven by an increase in goods exported to other countries or by increased
consumer spending. But economic growth, especially the kind that is uncontrolled or unstable, comes with a price tag, which can include higher environmental costs or an increase in income inequality. This can lead to increased political and social unrest, which often accompanies boom or bust economic
cycles. Healthy economic growth is generally due to several factors. In the context of the economy, productivity simply refers to how much production a company, industry or country generates, compared to a certain degree of input. Economists measure, among other things, production in terms of income
and gross domestic product. Input is measured by factors such as the workforce or invested capital. Generally speaking, economists associate higher national productivity levels with a greater degree of value creation in that country. When unemployment rises, however, productivity eventually lags as the
workforce loses skills and becomes idle. National economies are often directly related to population growth. In other words, as a country's population increases, so does its economy, generally speaking. People both produce goods and services and consume them by making purchases with earned
wages. As the population increases in size, demand for consumer goods and services continues to increase, as does the national productivity rate. On the other hand, if gross domestic product, or GDP, keeps growth not pace with population growth, then GDP per capita falls. That's because on average,
each citizen will generate less economic value. As a result, the country becomes relatively poorer. Therefore, it is important that GDP growth exceeds population growth. Common sense dictates that a well-educated, healthy workforce that has all its basic needs met will be more productive. After all, being
productive at work is a challenge when you are hungry or don't have a safe place to sleep at night. Similarly, it's hard to do your job well when you don't understand what you're doing or why. Countries that do not prioritize education and health for their citizens are soon struggling to maintain productivity
and suffer from economic stagnation or even negative growth. If this cycle is repeated over time, the country may find itself in a recession. To encourage economic growth, most countries are trying to encourage entrepreneurship – the creation and growth of new businesses. To make it easier for
individuals to launch and grow these businesses, the government is taking different approaches to regulating the business as a whole, as well as specific markets. Of course, a country must balance the need for lower barriers to entry for and new businesses with the need to protect their citizens through
consumer safety and financial laws. But from an economic point of view, encouraging new businesses and business models to make it easier, not harder, means for these businesses to flourish and innovate. The simple business also depends on other variables, including factors such as access to seed
capital, the size of the market for the company's products and taxes. All things equal, the power to determine a business success rests with the market itself. When a company delivers an innovative, valuable product that meets customer needs, the market rewards that company with increased sales.
Even in a world of more than 7 billion people, each one of us is unique. As individual or different as we are, we usually fall into one of only a handful of personality types. Our personalities, character and other factors determine the type of leaders or followers we create. Understanding how certain
characteristics and circumstances affect one's leadership style helps you choose a suitable management team that complements your mission, culture and goals, and improves your relationship with your employees. The factors affecting personality are parenting, gender, introspection, extroversion,
education, religious views, inheritance, self-worth and life situations. The positive or negative ways we deal with what life often gives us often shift to the way we perform leadership or supervisory roles. For example, imagine a woman who was raised (or self-taught) to assert herself in a healthy, non-
aggressive way, with a sense of strength and empowerment, and to practice justice for all, not just for herself. There is a good chance that she will show a democratic leadership style, encourage good communication at all levels and make a welcoming and influential leader. On the other hand, someone
who needs to feel powerful and who is demanding and unapproachable can show a directing or narrative leadership style. Alternatively, a person who wants to feel liked by everyone or let workers eventually lead themselves can show a delegatey or laissez-faire leadership style. This can lead to low
productivity and a lack of respect from employees who prefer and require clear directions. Corporate culture drives much of today's workforce, including the leadership staff. Your business's mission and how well you articulate it plays a crucial role in attracting effective leaders and retaining them. For
example, assume that you own a whole food company and have a genuine concern for the hungry and homeless in your community, so you donate to shelters and organize food stations. Your business's efforts will be admired by job seekers with the same mindset and principles, and attract them to you.
If you can see an applicant who supports your altruistic goals, there is a good chance that he will be an excellent mentor for the team. Thoughtful, insightful leaders who motivate the workforce are role models that ignite team spirit and nourish employee morale. Team spirit is essential for any venture and
healthy for the bottom line. Instead of adeging inclusion regulations because the law requires it, smart companies strive to create a company rich in a diversity of cultures, genders and age groups. Such team dynamics can result in a valuable mix of views useful for solving problems, developing new sales
initiatives, and driving your business forward. A leader or supervisor who falters on inclusion and diversity issues can throw the business into legal hot water by being unfair to some workers based on personal prejudices. A similar situation can arise if senior managers waver on inclusion issues and the
management team follows suit or simply does not argue for positive change for fear of interfering with the employer. On the other hand, if an emotionally mature, passionate leader works for a forward-thinking, inclusive company, he can develop a transformational leadership style that can initiate
transformation for the entire company as energy motivates the entire team. Control span refers to the number of employees that a manager oversees – the more employees he oversees, the wider the control span. Companies work to find the optimal number of employees that managers can manage
while being effective in their other work. It helps to know the distinct pros and cons of a narrow and wide range of control. Managers don't spend all their time monitoring employees, and they will ideally spend most of their working hours doing non-management activities. The number of people each
manager can effectively monitor and still complete this second work on time depends on many factors. These include the types of jobs his subordinates, the products created, company management style, personalities, and the size of the organization. Certain situations require very little attention from
management. Employees who do easy repetitive work usually only need contact with management for regular performance evaluations, or if a particular problem develops, for example. Long-term, experienced employees don't usually need much management. Some employees can work better if they
gain more autonomy over their duties and responsibilities with little oversight of management. These employees can benefit from having a hands-off manager who has a wide range of control. Some situations, however, require more engagement from leaders. When changes are made, whether in the
type or amount of work, a reduction or increase in the number of employees, a department merger or split, or a change in the physical environment, employees need managers to help facilitate the change. In addition, managers typically have to work with new employees, but using experienced employees
to help train new workers can make it easier to maintain a wider range of control. A narrow span improve communication between managers and their employees and gives managers greater control over their specific subordinates. Employees usually appreciate the ability to give feedback to their
manager, which is not so easy in a wide range of control. Also, monitoring fewer employees generally requires less management skills. A wide range of control is cheaper because the business employs fewer managers. With only one manager, or a leader with a supervisor or team leader in the hierarchy
below, most employees are all at the same level and can work with each other with clear delegation of tasks. Less supervision and control can create a more positive attitude among employees, who appreciate the extra trust and freedom. When making a decision, carefully consider the advantages and
disadvantages of a span of control that is wide versus narrow. While a wide range of control can save money, budget developers need to be cautious about cutting costs when it comes to management. Budget consultants tend to cut middle management staff, but expanding the control buckle can create
more problems than cost savings are worth. Managers can start falling behind on deadlines or be unable to manage their employees properly because there is not enough time for each task. Task.
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